
How to Study the Bible 
 

Observation – What does it say?  

6 W’s and an H  (Who, What, Where, When, Why, Wherefore, How) 

 Mark Key Words (repeated, vital to understanding, obvious names and events)  

 Make lists from the passage. 

 Mark Connection words - Contrasts (and, but); Comparisons (as, like);  

Reasons (for, because); Cause effect (if-then, therefore, so that or that); 

Time words (when, after, until, then), Conclusion (finally) 

 Subject & verb (What is topic and what does it say about the topic) 

Write one sentence summaries of paragraphs and sections using words in the text 

Write titles of paragraphs and sections using words in the text 

 Note verb tenses (present, past, perfect) 

Find the key verse in a paragraph. 

Identify the type of literature (historical, biographical, poetic, prophetic, epistle)  

Try to retell as many parts of the passage as you can remember. Read  

the passage and again and try to remember more parts of the  

passage.  

 

Interpretation – What does it mean?   

 Define words & phrases using a dictionary (especially Christian jargon)  

Paraphrase verses in your own words using synonyms. 

 Check other translations (for an online bible go to Gateway.com)  

 Gather information from a Study Bible (McArthur, Ryrie, Application) 

 Read Cross references  

Write one sentence interpretive summaries of paragraphs and sections (you may 

use interpretive words rather than actual words in the text)  

Write interpretive titles of paragraphs and sections (you may use  

interpretive words rather than actual words in the text)  

 Principles of Interpretation 

  Interpret normally according to the type of literature (historical,  

figurative, didactical, proverbial, prophetical, biographical) 

  Interpret in the context (grammatical, historical, cultural, social,  

or religious context) 

 

Application – What does it mean to me?  

If I really believed this verse, how would I change my schedule  

relationships, the way I think or act?  

Truth/ Principle/ Specific action step 

Try to make applications measurable within the next week so you can  

check to see if you did it. 

 Put your name in the verse to personalize it. 

Is there a SIN to confess, PROMISE to claim, ATTITUDE to change, COMMAND to  

obey, EXAMPLE to follow, PRAYER to pray, ERROR to avoid, TRUTH to 

believe, SOMETHING to praise God for? (S.P.A.C.E.P.E.T.S.) 


